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France demonstration labour

1ST LEAD Labour protesters take to streets in France as strikes disrupt travel By
Jessica Camille Aguirre, dpa

Paris (dpa) - Tens of thousands of demonstrators marched on the
streets of dozens of cities across France on Wednesday, demonstrating
against proposed labour reforms that they see as a threat to the
country's 35-hour working week.

Youth organizations and unions called the protests - which coincided
with strikes by transportation unions - in response to a series of
reforms to the labour code proposed under newly appointed Labour
Minister Myriam El Khomri.

The so-called El Khomri bill changes laws related to overtime
compensation and reasons for dismissal. It also increases the maximum
number of hours that employees can work in a week to 60, but only
under "exceptional circumstances."

It is intended to bring down France's chronically high unemployment
levels, one of the key goals of President Francois Hollande, but is
seen by many as a threat to his Socialist Party's own victories and a
betrayal of some of the party's traditional platforms.

In Paris, where one union said the number of demonstrators exceeded
100,000, students blocked schools during the beginning of the day in
protest. Meanwhile, police placed the numbers at between 27,000 and
29,000.

"This is treason, a shameful law ... people's lives will be shattered
if this law passes. The boss will be able to decide whatever he
wants," Gerard Filoche, a Socialist Party and General Confederation
of Labour member, told BFM-TV.

Many protesters directed their anger at Prime Minister Manuel Valls,
calling on him to listen to demonstrators and withdraw the proposed
changes. Valls scheduled to meet with some union members early
Wednesday evening.

Additionally, strikes were organized by unions representing workers
for SNCF and RATP, the national and Paris-based rail and public
transportation systems. The unions were calling for better management
and work conditions, and salary increases.

SNCF said that the participation rate in the strikes was 35.5 per
cent of its personnel. Traffic was disrupted for much of the morning,
but local transport continued operating.

# Notebook

## Note to editors
- Updates with number of protesters, participation rate in strike,



adds Filoche quote, adds protesters calls on Valls, adds Valls
meetings, add schools blocked, adds details on El Khomri law
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